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Heterogeneous Data Sources

Testbed setup in UConn Wireless Sensing and Control Lab

An overview of the crude simulator

WirelessHART mesh network simulator

Imaging systems for plant monitoring
Data Flow and Real-time Processing Framework

A combination of Kafka and Storm frameworks to achieve delivery guarantee and real-time processing on time series data.

Research Goals
- Elastic computation model;
- Minimum resource utilization;
- End-to-end timing guarantee;
Efficient Database Schema Design

We designed efficient database schemas in HBase for both raw and aggregated unstructured time series data.

**TAG_TABLE:** Applies a two way lookup to store the <Tag ID, Tag Name> and <Tag Name, Tag ID> pairs.

**DATA_TABLE:** Every row holds an hour's raw data for a tag.

**AGG_HH_DATA_TABLE:** Every row holds an hour's aggregated data for a tag in the scale of minutes.
Real-time Data Visualization

A rich set of web services to access the HBase through Thrift interface. This enables to visualize time series data and statistics in real-time.

Time series data zoom in and zoom out

Multiple time series data selection and real-time visualization

Time series data shift with different scales
Thank you and welcome to our demo!